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NUSR-ET
LAS VEGAS + NEW YORK CITY

D E S I G N - E N G I N E E R I N G  &  FA B R I C AT I O N

After the success of Nusr-Et Las Vegas, 
VISO worked with TPG Architecture once 
again to design-engineer a custom lighting 
package for Head Chef Nusret Gökçe’s New 
York restaurant location.  

Located within the transformed 
Meatpacking District, TPG drew inspiration 
from the area. Consequently, VISO 
fabricated an illuminated pendant track 
that spans across 72 feet above the dining 
space. This resulted in creating an organic 
structure and flow of light. Moreover, this 
symbolizes the efficiency that’s often found 
in a well-run assembly line. 

DESIGNER: TPG Architecture
PHOTOGRAPHER: Alex Staniloff

NEW YORK CITY

The continuous metal track is retrofitted 
into the space, moving around the existing 
ventilations, pipes, and ceiling. This modern 
installation fits right at home within Nusr-
Et Fabrika and draws inspiration from 
the famous New York subway lines. In 
addition, this unique track lights up the 
ceiling through 743 linear feet of uplighting 
modules and suspends pendant light orbs 
that are staggered at different heights for 
additional illumination. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
The feature installation spans 
875.5”/22237mm in length and 
580.8”/14752mm wide. The pendants drop at 
variable heights of 19”, 25”, 32”, and 38”.  



Located next to T-Mobile Arena, this luxury 
restaurant required unique lighting solutions for 
the best dining environment for guests looking 
to get a VIP experience.  

In keeping with the lively, glitzy demeanor that 
is Las Vegas, VISO collaborated closely with TPG 
to provide a space that embraces grandeur and 
the aura of the surrounding nightlife.  

DESIGNER: TPG Architecture

PHOTOGRAPHER: Brandee Perea, Marc Graham

LAS VEGAS

A tremendous art structure that is installed into the center of the bar area, spans between two 
floors standing at 558”/14173mm tall. This custom light structure doubles in function as it also 
houses the glassware and presents videos on the LED screen panels. Designed as the main 
attraction, this remarkable column creates a gleaming bar area with four fluted acrylic rings, 
two LED display screen rings, and a ceiling transparent LED display screen. The magnificent 
centerpiece supports over 600 glass globes that gracefully cascade down. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
This center structure stands at 558”/14173mm tall and is 240”/6096mm in diameter. The 
alternating glass globes vary from 3.25” and 4.5” in diameter. 

This custom pendant design 
is a deviation of our popular 
Gemma collection. Therefore, 
this solution allowed for a 
quick turn-around time while 
maintaining a custom aspect. 
Made out of a solid crystal 
body, the multifaceted surface 
picks up light and creates a 
shimmering effect with the 
addition of smaller crystal 
accents along the cable. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
The crystal shade is 4”/100mm 
in diameter and 4”/100mm 
in height.  


